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Concerning my paper “A convolution equation on the half-line” [I], 
Prof. C. A. Desoer kindly showed by a counterexample in a private commu- 
nication that Theorems 1 and 2 are not valid. It is also found that Lemma 1 
of the paper is not correct. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 of [I], the words “by Lemma 1” should be 
deleted. Instead, the fact that (Ec,,) contains a subsequence, the L-S trans- 
forms of which converge uniformly on compact subsets to the L-S transform 
of an element of M is seen as follows. The sequence (Eva) contains (by 
hypothesis) a bounded sequence (ylc) where 
yk = Tnkxg 
Now, each yk admits the Hahn decomposition 
yk = Uk - v)k + i(s, - h) 
where ulc , v L , sk , t, are nonnegative Radon measures. Clearly, each one of 
these four sequences of nonnegative measures is bounded in M. Hence, (yR) 
contains a subsequence (yr,) such that each of the four sequences (a,), 
(6, ), (jll ), (& ) converges uniformly on compact subsets to an analytic 
fun”ction *whichmcan be shown, using Bernstein’s theorem, to be the L-S 
transform of an element of M. 
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